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ABSTRACT Apart from international narrative studies on school principals the use of a narrative has only been applied in a limited manner to studies focusing on school principals in South Africa. The purpose of this article was therefore to explore the way in which the principal in the study exhibited the aspects of the servant-leadership model through a narrative analysis. The narrative of a South African principal was interpreted in the light of the six characteristics of Laub’s servant-leadership organisational model. The following categories emerged from the data analysis:

Valuing people: “I have been extra blessed with a great love for people”; Developing people: Focus on the ‘strong points’ and not the ‘weak points’; Building community: Start trusting and using people… it’s a general principle”; Displaying authenticity: “Compassion … it’s a very small thing, perhaps even insignificant”; Providing leadership: “We are missing something about the child”; and Sharing leadership: ”The secret of any business … is ownership.” This study shows the intricate relationship between the contextual factors in a particular school and the execution of school leadership, in particular servant-leadership.

INTRODUCTION

Worldwide social and economic changes are modifying the context of leadership in schools (Day and Leithwood 2007: vii). This explains the global increase in the interest in studying school leadership during the last two decades (Gurr et al. 2006: 372; Slater et al. 2008: 702). These studies show extensive evidence regarding the importance of school leadership in creating effective schools (Macneil et al. 2009: 76; Krüger et al. 2007: 1; Drysdale et al. 2009: 697).

Research also indicates that leadership, which includes school leadership, is viewed as one of the most complex of social processes (Fry and Krieger 2009: 1667; Leithwood and Day 2007: 1). This complexity may explain the existence of the many leadership theories (Werner 2003: 186), such as trait theories (Barker 2001; Robbins and Decenzo 2007), transformational leadership (Robbins and Decenzo 2007; Nel et al. 2008), situational leadership (Hersey et al. 2008) and servant leadership (Trompenaars and Voerman 2010; Tidball 2012).

Leadership is considered to be the ability of leaders to demonstrate how they influence others to act in a certain way (Robbins and Decenzo 2007: 247; Nel et al. 2008: 356; Hersey et al. 2008: 6; Werner 2003: 186). A school principal is regarded as the key educational leader and the one particular person in a school who is in the best position to exercise school leadership (Gurr et al. 2006: 371). By means of his or her direction, encouragement, support, sensitivity and consideration, a principal encourages and influences followers to achieve the set goals (cf. Robbins and Decenzo 2007: 247; Nel et al. 2008: 356).

As in the case of Johnson’s study (2009), this study is yet another response to the study done by Møller and Eggen (2005: 335) to view leadership “practice” as a narrative which “may open up approaches to analysis which would be useful in exploring the complexities of leadership practice in schools”. Apart from international narrative studies on school principals (Brumley 2007; Cooper and Heck 1995; Greer 2009; Johnson 2009; Slater 2011), the use of a narrative, which has informed this study, has only been applied in a limited manner to studies focusing on school principals in South Africa. South African principals’ narratives include the study on educational changes in a sample of the best Eastern Cape schools (Lawrence 2007), grounded narratives of school principals during a decade of changes (Mphahlele 2009); describing the use of metaphors in respect of school leadership among three women school principals (Phendla 2004), and constructing the self as a leader who contributes to an effective African-centred leadership style (Mogadime et al.
However, none of the studies provide a narrative on how a leadership practice compares to the servant-leadership model. The purpose of this article is therefore to determine how the narrative of a South African principal can be interpreted in the light of the six characteristics of Laub’s servant-leadership organisational model.

**Objective of the Study**

Building on the work of Spillane’s study (2005) that focuses on all the interactions of school leaders, their followers and the school context and Schall et al.’s study (2004:1) that provides an appreciative focus on the work of leadership, the researcher examined the life story of the leadership practice of a South African principal as it relates to servant leadership. The study therefore attempted to determine how the leadership of a South African principal can be interpreted in the light of Laub’s servant-leadership model that focuses on the following aspects: (a) valuing people, (b) developing people, (c) building community, (d) displaying authenticity, (e) providing leadership, and (f) sharing leadership.

**Conceptual Framework**

Although considerable conceptual progress has been made on school leadership, more research is required to address the question of the paths through which a school principal achieves school effectiveness (Krüger et al. 2007: 1). The researcher joined other leadership theorists who believe that leadership is a socially constructed phenomenon (Ladkin 2010: 21; Schall et al. 2004: 2) which is constructed over time as individuals interact with each other. Having a constructionist approach to leadership, one finds it possible to reveal the relational and sense-making aspects of a principal’s leadership work (Schall et al. 2004: 3). Moreover, the narrative which is used in this study is socially constructed through a number of interviews and interactions between the participant and the researcher (Hollingsworth and Dybdahl 2007: 151).

The other lens that is used in this study is that of servant leadership. The servant-leadership model resembles that of transformational leadership, but differs in the sense that servant leaders see themselves as servants first, and leaders second (Greenleaf 1998: 15; Van Tassel 2006: 15). Robert Greenleaf, who questioned traditional, authoritarian leadership styles, created the concept “servant leadership” (Greenleaf 1998: 15). Servant leadership is a holistic approach to leadership and requires a rethinking of the hierarchy between leaders and employees (Spears 2004: 7-8). To Greenleaf (1998: 18), “the servant-leader is servant first” (Greenleaf 1998: 18). In line with the above mentioned view, Laub (2004: 3) defines servant leadership as “an understanding and practice of leadership that places the good of those led over the self-interest of the leader” (Laub 2004: 23). Servant leadership is strongly based in both caring and ethical behaviour, emphasises increased service to others, promotes the valuing and growth of people, and shares power in decision making (Greenleaf 1998: 19; Spears 2004: 7-8; Ross 2006: 64; Tidball 2012: 36; Van Tassell 2006: 16).

Although Laub’s servant-leadership model is not the only servant-leadership model available (Wong and Page 2003; Van Tassell 2006; Patterson 2003), it provides “a clear framework for the underlying meaning and characteristics of servant-leadership” (Brumley 2007: 29) and is regarded as a standard for a servant-leadership model (Ross 2006; Van Tassell 2006). Brumley’s study (2007: 30) in particular shows that Laub’s instrument successfully determined the degree to which an organisation is servant led (Ross 2006: 105; Van Tassell 2006: 63). Laub’s Organizational Leadership Assessment model (OLA) (1999: 23) reveals the following characteristics of servant leadership: (a) valuing people, (b) developing people, (c) building community, (d) displaying authenticity, (e) providing leadership, and (f) sharing leadership. This study explored “servant leadership as a practice of an individual principal” (Hagstrom 2004: 89) and, in particular, examined the way in which the principal exhibited the aspects of the servant leadership model through a narrative analysis.

**RESEARCH DESIGN**

The researcher became acquainted with the primary school in the study via a shadowing exercise of the principal when he was carefully observed for a few months in 1992. The school and principal had also participated in a number of other studies which did not particularly focus on the leadership practice of the principal, but provided valuable insights into his leadership
practice (Steyn 1994, 2006, 2007, 2009, 2010). During his years of principalship which was revealed in the mentioned studies, this school displayed the following characteristics: purposive and flexible leadership; teachers’ and students’ commitment to work; a safe and organisationally functioning school context (cf. Danielson 2007: 18; Jacobson et al. 2005: 614); a culture of care and concern in the school (cf. Jacobson et al. 2005: 613; Saðnak 2010: 1145); and a functioning relationship with the parents and community. Apart from new empirical data in this study, the school’s DVD and data from previous studies in the school – as mentioned earlier – were included.

The primary school in the study performed exceptionally well in various aspects of the school. The school’s achievements included the following (Steyn 2012): They previously won garden competitions in Pretoria; the curriculum was supplemented by subjects students needed, such as Study methods, Remedial teaching and English as a spoken language; the school employed an extensive system to reward staff, students, parents and ‘friends of the school’; and the school had least 20 different parent committees.

In this study the researcher used the methodology of narrative inquiry (Bell 2002: 207; Creswell 2007: 93; Denzin and Lincoln 2008: 65; Greer 2009: 269; Oplatka 2004: 57; Riesmann 2011: 203; Slater et al. 2008: 705), particularly that of a narrative analysis (Given 2008: 539) to inquire into a principal’s stories of his leadership practice. Such an inquiry presents experiences of a participant holistically “in all its complexity and richness” (Bell 2002: 209) and encompassed “extended accounts” that developed over multiple contacts (Given 2008: 539) with the principal.

The principal’s story was revealed through an open-ended interview (and follow-up telephone conversations) and field notes in 2010 which exposed the personal perspective of the principal on his leadership practice during his years of principalship. The responses of the principal were considered as ‘stories’ and the written text in the findings as the ‘narrative’ (Brumley 2007: 45; Riesmann 2011: 204). To ensure trustworthiness, the data collected were recorded and transcribed and a transcript of the data was sent via e-mail to the participant for member checking to ensure accuracy and reliability (Kelly and Saunders 2010: 128; Muijs et al. 2010: 145). Furthermore, the trustworthiness of the study was examined by comparing and contrasting the evidence gleaned from the interview with previous studies within the school (Muijs et al. 2010: 145). Since the data collected were in Afrikaans they were translated into English, considering the idiom in which the stories were told.

As in the case of Johnson’s study (2009: 270) the researcher employed an empirically-grounded narrative to show how a principal portrayed his servant leadership in the telling of his stories. The researcher first approached the text holistically and, by means of re-telling, the researcher reconstructed and integrated sections of the text (Creswell 2007: 158) into the six characteristics of Laub’s OLA servant-leadership model. Since Laub’s model enabled the researcher to identify critical elements in the principal’s story, a thematic form of narrative analysis was used to ‘assemble’ the events and stories (Given 2008, 540) and build a framework (Riesmann 2011: 206) according to the servant-leadership model to reveal the unique features (Creswell 2007: 158) of the principal’s servant-leadership practice. The researcher coded the participant’s narrative from a literary perspective to understand the “storied, structured” form of the data (Saldaòa 2009: 109), which involved “big gulps of text” (Daiute and Lightfoot 2004: 2). In the categorisation of data, both structural (Saldaòa 2009: 68) – in this case Laub’s OLA model – and in vivo coding (Creswell 2007: 153) were used to identify the categories. The reason for using in vivo coding was to “prioritize and honour the participant’s voice” in the study (Saldaòa 2009: 74), while the conceptual framework of servant leadership provided an appropriate way of structuring the data collected.

**FINDINGS OF THE STUDY**

The following categories emerged: **Valuing people**: “I have been extra blessed with a great love for people”; **Developing people**: Focus on the ‘strong points’ and not the ‘weak points’; **Building community**: Start trusting and using people… it’s a general principle”; **Displaying authenticity**: “Compassion … it’s a very small thing, perhaps even insignificant”; **Providing leadership**: “We are missing something about the child”; and **Sharing leadership**: “The secret of any business … is ownership.” On another level, the narrative was interpreted by
means of the servant leadership model to depict the manifestation of the principal’s servant-leadership practice.

The school was located in an average to above-average socio-economic environment, although some parents were struggling financially. Throughout his career as principal of the school, he regarded his leadership as a “calling” and that he wanted to make a difference in the lives of others in the school and the community. During his career as principal his leadership style did not change much and he remained focused on the welfare of others. He was inviting and open – a “hands-on” leader as supported by an Australian study (Drysdale et al. 2009: 703).

Valuing People: “I have been extra blessed with a great love for people”

Servant leaders demonstrate valuing people by believing in them, serving people’s needs through non-judgmental and receptive listening (Laub 1999: 25). The study revealed that an array of strong personal and professional values and beliefs underpinned the leadership practice of the principal.

It was notably the principal’s care, love and respect for people that were paramount in his leadership practice. In the study by Steyn (1994), the principal demonstrated his caring attitude by being visible in classrooms and on the school grounds. In his story he said, “You can’t just sit in your office ...you must be among people”, and he made an extra effort to learn the name of every child in the school. His love for people was a recurring theme in all his interviews and again confirmed in the 2010 interview: “I think I have been extra blessed with a great love for people – especially for children.”

The way in which the principal valued people is disclosed in the following assertion: “My premise – my thing is with people … I’m very people oriented ... I’m telling you, I love people.” They way in which love could be demonstrated was revealed in his explanation: “Doing something unexpected for someone who doesn’t expect anything, and who can’t give it back … … It gives me pleasure to do small things for people … I received the right calling.”

The religious beliefs and values of this principal were very strong and obviously had a great influence on his leadership practice (Raihani 2008: 486; Karadað 2009: 1393). When the principal attended a conference on “Youth with a Mission for Christ” a number of years ago, he was invited to make a prayer request. His request was that the audience should pray that he could love children even more. He believes that, after this event, his sense of love increased.

To illustrate the impact of his love, the principal referred to a “nice” letter from gentleman who had been a learner more or less 20 years ago.

When he was at the school, I walked past him and just touched his head... and that small gesture, made him start observing me ... he said I won’t believe what a huge impact I had on his life... It’s an insignificant little deed of love and of caring.

His love for children was confirmed by an experienced teacher (Steyn 2006: 6) who mentioned that it was primarily the principal’s love for the learners that was so remarkable: “It is the Lord who gives him that love. And I think that is actually the essence ... and I think that is perhaps what you don’t get at some of the other schools. They don’t have that love.” It was not only that his own values that were important to him; he also wished to inculcate important value systems such as love, respect and humility in others. He believed that an appropriate value system could prepare children for a successful place in society.

Apart from valuing people, servant leaders acknowledge the talents that people have and value their development and growth.

Developing People: Focus on the ‘strong points’ and not the ‘weak points’

Servant leaders develop people by providing opportunities for professional development (PD), modelling appropriate behaviour and building others through affirmation and encouragement (Laub 1999: 25). The principal placed a great emphasis on staff’s PD and acknowledged their ‘unique’ talents. In various studies, the principal referred to the importance of teachers’ growth (Steyn 2007, 2009, 2010). In the 2010 interview, he strongly confirmed his belief: “I think the other shortcoming in schools is that we don’t develop [people].” The various growth opportunities for staff such as mentoring among colleagues, inducting new staff members, benchmarking with other schools, in-house workshops run by facilitators, showing DVDs
and sending staff on appropriate workshops sponsored by the school resulted from the principal’s focus on staff development. The process of developing people intensified later in the principal’s career when he focused on improving people’s strengths. With this renewed focus, the number of growth opportunities for role players had also increased.

The principal stated how leaders often wrongly try to develop people by sending them to inappropriate workshops. The principal blamed many schools for not realising that development “has to be an integral part of the whole staff’s personal development”. He believed that it is necessary to identify a person’s talent, his or her “grace” before sending him or her on a workshop:

There are people who are administratively talented ... but you shouldn’t allow them to work with people ... Their gift is to work with computers and ‘admin’ ... schools [send people] on courses, but they don’t send the right person ... that’s why there are so many unhappy people around.

He “quite deeply” believed that it was important to “train them [teachers] in the principles that they are passionate about” (Steyn 2006: 5). In a previous study (Steyn 2006: 5), the principal explained his strategy of assisting teachers in their development. Instead of focusing on the ‘weak points’ of staff, he identified their ‘strong points’. He always searched for appropriate workshops that would benefit both the individual teacher and the school. For development to be effective, the principal believed that he needed to “send them [teachers] on the best courses ... buy the best quality material in the world and ... almost force them [to attend]”. Since the school annually budgeted for development programmes, teachers’ attendance at such workshops was usually sponsored by the school.

Throughout his career the principal had enriched the school curriculum by, among other things, adding more subjects such as study methods, music and chess and by providing remedial teaching to students at risk. He modelled the importance of human relationships and created various collaborative structures in the school for staff, parents and students to serve on. According to the principal, he was “really the exact opposite of an autocratic leader” and felt he was in the right profession which he considered to be his “calling”.

By developing people’s potential, it was possible to build a school community that strived towards a common school goal.

**Building Community: “Start trusting and using people ... it's a general principle.”**

According to Laub’s OLA model (1999: 25), servant leaders build community by building strong personal relationships, by working collaboratively with others, and by valuing the differences of others. To build a community, trust among role players is a prerequisite, as the principal stated: “Start trusting people... it is a general principle” in working as a school community. His trust in people assisted his success in building a harmonious, friendly atmosphere within the school. In reflecting on his leadership success the principal said, “I think the wisdom I got from above to do things at the right time, and the fact that I was able to gather the right people around me, were responsible for my success.” The principal believed that “people started doing things for me not because they had to, but because they really wanted to... hopefully they enjoyed doing it” as a result of developing their potential.

As he went about building a community, the principal had an open door policy: he was present “where things are happening”, had numerous formal and informal discussions, sent weekly letters to parents, provided parenting programmes, acknowledged the good work of staff, students and parents, and reached out to the community (the Angel project, a community outreach project, and twinning with a disadvantaged school in Mamelodi). In his own words, he “never spoke of my school; it isn’t my school; it has nothing to do with you [me] ... It’s our school; it’s a joint thing with the children, staff, parents, and even the private sector. I think everyone has an unbelievable say and value.”

The principal had not been complacent throughout his years as principal and he had introduced a number of initiatives, such as the B+ initiative to focus on the positive attitudes of people, cultivating winners by introducing various reward systems for learners, teachers, parents and even “friends of the school” and focusing on people by providing an effective client service (Steyn 2009, 2010). Over the years he also modelled the importance of building personal and professional relationships and estab-
lished collaborative structures in the school in which roles and responsibilities were distributed. Parents had the opportunity to serve on various parent committees, and even join a prayer group, while there were more than 25 committees on which students could serve. By implication, the principal’s high regard for being a “family” also revealed his willingness to learn from others and be among the followers he led.

Displaying Authenticity: “Compassion … it’s a very small thing, perhaps even insignificant”

Displaying authenticity is demonstrated by being open and accountable to others, being willing to learn from others and maintaining trust and integrity (Laub 1999: 25). The way in which the principal conveyed authenticity is explained in the following statement.

The thing is it’s actually compassion... It’s a very small thing, perhaps even insignificant ... like just stopping sometimes and listening to someone. I told the children that perhaps one of the most important things about communication is sometimes just saying nothing. Just keeping quiet and being there for someone who needs you.

Having an open door policy and being available “where things were happening” meant that he was never too busy to listen to the needs and concerns of all the individuals in the school. He regarded himself as humble and believed that humility is “almost the crux of leadership”. Although his school was successful in many areas, he believed that he himself had “very few talents” and, given his own talents, the school should have been “an average to below-average school”. He referred to Jesus whose “whole ministry was something of humility … a service to people”. Jesus washed people’s feet, “the job of a woman or one of the slaves” which was his personal example of being a “servant” to others.

The principal described how he honoured people (his staff members) in “many respects” as his “superiors”, which he believed made him “strong”. By doing this, “he gave people the freedom to be themselves and to grow and do what they enjoyed. I gave people a lot of freedom”. Furthermore, he believed that his unique personality made it easy to do it: “I was fortunate enough to be blessed with a serene personality and calmness.”

The principal’s experience of challenges during his principalship portrayed his humaneness:

At times I was depressed – being a principal isn’t an easy job ... People can be so cruel... it’s terrible. But ... if you can’t give it [the “pain and the burden”] to the Lord – and say, “Lord, now You take over ...” And then things often start to change, because when you carry on fighting, you land in your grave ... What I want to tell you now is my secret. My secret is that I think the Lord, to a great extent, the Lord did the work.

He believed that everybody requires a passion to be successful and his own passion was also commendable. He explained:

I feel that it’s passion that makes people succeed in life. Passion can’t be extinguished... It has a ripple effect – you need to be able to sell what’s inside you ... They [many people] are too busy with the wrong things. They die inside because they don’t enjoy what they’re doing, and they also make the people around them die because they can’t get excited about the things they’re involved in.

By displaying authenticity principals show their sincere interest in and understanding of people in the school. In doing this they are also in a better position to direct the behaviour of role players through their leadership support. This type of leadership is directed towards social change by encouraging others through higher levels of values awareness and by ensuring that staff members look beyond their own self-interests for the sake of the group (Norris et al. 2002: 87).

Providing Leadership: “We are missing something about the child”

Servant leaders provide leadership by envisioning the future, taking the initiative and clarifying goals (Laub 1999: 25). The principal explained the vision and mission of the school on the DVD: “To be the best Afrikaans primary school in the world, where every student, parent and staff member is happy, and every individual student receives the opportunity to develop his/her unique abilities optimally to the honour of God” and “We as dynamic school are committed to excellence, to educate our students with the necessary skills and passion to think creatively, reason critically, communicate effectively and learn continuously in order to become
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responsible, productive and ethical citizens of the community. This will be attained within an educational environment that is characterised by high standards, a well-defined curriculum and exceptional staff (the best in the world) in partnership with parents and the wider community.” As indicated in this vision and mission, the principal believed in focusing on a holistic approach to education and not only on academics, sports and culture.

Since leadership and schools have become so complex, the principal realised the importance and his responsibility to develop himself (Steyn 2007, 2010). The principal believed that the growth of staff and the school depended upon this growth. He explained:

The whole thing is self-development – I think that’s the most important. If you are not growing, you are dying … You must search, you must do research, you must listen, you must look, you must attend courses… You must force yourself… Especially on your specific role and skills … you need to accept responsibility for yourself and, as I said to you, if you don’t grow yourself, the people under you don’t grow.

The principal showed the necessity for schools to continue to grow to meet global and societal challenges. In the story he said:

I showed a photo of how schools looked 50 years ago and how they look today – and the only difference was the colour of the photo … Is there something else in the schools? Do we approach the child differently? … The world is growing, so education must also grow. Your methodology must grow, the way you approach the child … So the [main] thing is to keep up, … I know that what works in place A will not necessarily work in place B, but you must find out what’s important for you, in your environment.

He believed that the education system is “losing the essence of life”, as he explained:

But we are pushing these children so much, culturally, academically and in sport, that we are losing the essence of life … I would fight for the whole spiritual development of the child … we place too little value [on this] and people struggle and go downhill and become depressed and land up in hospitals and institutions … I think we are missing something about the child … they [children] have to start getting fit on the inside.

To him, the joy of all role players was essential: “One can’t just go to school, day in and day out.” Every staff member should come to school “with a song in his [or her] heart”. He added: “I’m increasingly beginning to realise that the people who really make a success of everything are the ones with heart – that’s the thing.” Such teachers would be able to “excite others”, in particular their learners. He believed that he as principal played a major role in the happiness of people and that he was in a fortunate position to motivate and encourage people, particularly his staff. The principal often reminded his staff about Phil Collins’s song “Another day for you and me in Paradise”, because you are in paradise” (Steyn 2006: 12, 2007: 273). The effect of inculcating happiness in students is illustrated by the following comment:

What I’ve seen is that children were spontaneous and happy … A mother once told me that she is so happy. Her child doesn’t even say hello to her in the morning but, when the child sees me, she jumps out of the car and runs over to say hello. She embraced me … It meant a lot to me.

Providing servant leadership implies turning the traditional pyramid of organisations upside down: it means sharing the power of leaders and making leadership collective and collaborative (Trompenaars and Voerman 2010: 30).

Sharing Leadership: “The secret of any business … is ownership”

Laub’s OLA model (1999: 25) regards leaders as servant leaders when they facilitate a shared vision, share power and release control, share their status and promote others. Servant leadership and empowerment are closely linked and servant leaders empower others “to find their own paths, and they, in turn, are inspired to help others find their best paths” (Patterson 2003: 6). The principal’s story supported this view: “Everyone is actually a leader … I believe that leaders are everywhere, so you must work on their leadership skills … a person has to be shaped.” He explained the essence of empowerment:

The secret of any business … is ownership … one of the most important things is for all role players to accept ownership … and you must think of very fine methods to develop joint responsibility. Children should have the privilege to being able to have a say in the manage-
ment of a school. Parents should have the privilege … I think everyone has an astonishing say and value.

The principal’s approach to decision making was collaborative and democratic. In his story, the principal confirmed the necessity of taking “the people with you”. He clearly explained his stance in Steyn (2006: 7):

*If you are not able to take the people with you, you are going to lose contact with your people. So you have to make sure that you do not move too far ahead of them … I think one has to be able to make them excited … so that they can begin to believe in themselves and do things for themselves.*

Sharing leadership was important to him, but even more important was leaving the school with the likelihood that the school would become better after he had left. In this regard he said: “*If you leave and the place collapses, then it’s your fault.*” The “greatest gift” that he wanted to give to the school was a place that would become better after he left.

This view explains why it was important for the principal to empower people “beyond” himself so that they could run the school without him after he retired. He did not regard himself as the key player in the school, but wanted to create a community of leaders that could lead the school to more successful even without him.

**DISCUSSION AND REFLECTION**

The significance of the principal’s leadership lies in the fact the principal remarkably revealed characteristics that are supported by Laub’s servant leadership model (see Fig. 1). It was mainly the core values of the principal that influenced
each of the other characteristics of the servant leadership model. Firstly, the findings show how the principal valued people through his passion and care for people. This characterised him as a servant leader. Servant leaders, as in the case of this principal, value people and place a high priority on care to ensure that other people’s needs are best served (Cerit 2010: 304; Greenleaf 1998: 19; Jacobson et al. 2005: 613; Norris et al. 2002: 80; Saðnak 2010: 1145; Trompenaars and Voerman 2010: 27). Servant leadership is about “a school leader having a servant’s heart” (Hagstrom 2004: 84), which is also described in the principal’s narrative. Other values that the principal portrayed also agreed with those found in the Australian study on successful school leadership (Gurr et al. 2005: 545; Gurr et al. 2006: 381) indicating that every person is important, every student can succeed, every child has unrealised potential and the school should focus on what is in the best interests of all students. Moreover, as in the studies done by Norris et al. (2002: 77) and Printy (2010: 113) the principal showed that his caring about others moved beyond caring about self and he demonstrated a sincere interest in the development and welfare of others.

Secondly, displaying authenticity is a requirement for being a servant leader which was demonstrated uniquely by the principal’s leadership practice. In this narrative other core values and personal traits of the principal influenced his servant leadership practice. They included his compassion, his availability to listen, his humility and respect of other people. Servant leaders have passion (Spears 2010: 27; Trompenaars and Voerman 2010: 33) and the principal explicitly expressed his own passion for education as well as his longing that this passion would be present in his teachers’ approach to teaching. Hagstrom (2004: 85) believes that “leadership is being a servant of people... and the new pioneer who finds the way to make their hearts sing”. Another leadership quality that emerged from the narrative was the principal’s humility and willingness to listen to the needs of others. Servant leaders are humble and are willing to listen (Spears 2010: 27; Patterson 2003:4). The principal had the ability to show the correct emotions at a given moment in the “context of controlled humility” (Trompenaars and Voerman 2010: 33). To be able to do this the principal listened carefully and was open to the needs of others as reflected by other studies on successful leadership (Jeffries 1998: 32; Jacobson et al. 2005: 613; Raihani 2008: 491).

Thirdly, the principal’s values and personal traits influenced his particular leadership approach through which he envisioned the future, established the necessary initiatives and set supporting goals. A vision has the potential to generate excitement, passion and energy and to empower all role players: it is also necessary to obtain the school’s objectives (Gurr et al. 2006: 381; Hoy and Smith 2007: 162; Pankake and Moller 2003: 7; Spears 2010: 27). In a previous study the principal stated that one of his “strong points” was to be a visionary leader (Steyn 2006: 6). This school’s vision consisted of four parts: a focus on every student; safe, caring and positive relationships in the school environment; expectations which focused on values regarding the behaviours and actions of staff, students and parents and the scope of the vision which included lifelong learning and community social capital (cf Spears 2010: 29). The principal wanted the school to be the “best Afrikaans school”, but he believed in focusing on a holistic approach to learning rather than exclusively on academics, sports and culture. In a developing society, the education system should also adapt, which explains why the principal required a vision to refocus on the child. This also supported the principal’s view of the importance of continuous improvement to meet ever-changing societal challenges. The principal did this by establishing whole-staff consensus on school goals. The principal also directed role players’ behaviour professionally towards the shared school goals by way of the necessary communication (Jacobson et al. 2005: 611; Gurr et al. 2006: 375; Spears 2010: 28) which included regular staff meetings, morning devotions in the staff room before school, weekly assemblies in the hall, weekly newsletters and parent evenings. He also constantly tried to remind staff about their working in paradise (the school) and he encouraged them to enjoy their calling as educators.

Fourthly, while the principal’s leadership influenced his approach to developing people on the one hand, it also showed how he shared leadership in the school. As servant leader, he had a passion to assist staff and students to develop and grow (Trompenaars and Voerman 2010: 35; Kelly and Saunders 2010: 138), even beyond himself. For teacher development the
principal provided ample growth opportunities so that teachers could learn necessary skills to emerge as leaders (Danielson (2007: 19). It was crucial for the principal to identify the potential of individuals and then match the potential of individuals to particular tasks (Nel et al. 2008: 369; Spears 2010: 29; Trompenaars and Voerman 2010: 31). The school annually budgeted for professional development which included outside and school-based programmes, providing proof of his commitment to developing his staff. The aim of these growth opportunities was to assist teachers to develop to their full potential while also becoming committed to contributing to the school’s goals. He regarded his own professional development as crucial to encouraging the development of others and assisting the school’s development.

Because the principal believed that many people can act as leaders, he provided opportunities for collective and collaborative shared leadership in the school (Hagstrom 2004: 98; Perumal 2009: 43; Spears 2010: 27). To this end, he accepted the responsibility as a school leader to facilitate the establishment of a community of leaders within the school which, in essence, required an attitude of servanthood (Hagstrom 2004: 160). The principal created committees in which staff, students and parents were represented to assist in decision making (Jacobson et al. 2005: 616) which contradicted strategies that promote isolation and limit participation, and authoritarian approaches (Reyes and Wagstaff 2005: 109; Jacobson et al. 2005: 616). He believed that once role players had ownership of decision making, they were able to participate successfully in reshaping the school. Helping all school constituents to grow as leaders in the school and to encourage them to utilise their passion for the sake of the students and parents they serve, almost invariably creates an effective leadership community (Hagstrom 2004: 84).

Lastly, the characteristics of the principal’s servant-leadership approach described above culminate in his creation of a particular community within the school. In line with this, Aelterman in Engels et al. (2008: 161) refers to the crucial role of principals in the well-being of staff, collegial relationships between staff members and staff’s commitment to PD and school development. Other studies confirm the importance of harmonious relationships among staff since they have a crucial impact on students’ performance (Louis et al.2010: 325; Gurr et al. 2005: 546). This implies that principals should determine the strengths and weaknesses of the school community in order to find ways of promoting, encouraging and energising the individual talents of students, teachers and parents. By being “present” on the school grounds, which the principal advocated and demonstrated, made it was possible to create a bond and enhance effective collaboration between the principal and other role players in the school (McClain and Romaine 2007: 8). His type of leadership also promoted teamwork, collaboration, self-esteem and even self-actualisation among the constituents in the school (Jacobson et al. 2005 613; Katz and Earl 2010: 30; Louis et al. 2010: 323; Patterson 2003: 5; Printy 2010: 115; Reyes and Wagstaff 2005: 110).

CONCLUSION

In this study the researcher has attempted to provide some insight into the leadership practice of a principal and the way in which it reflects the characteristics of servant leadership. The study demonstrates that a narrative allows a storyteller to generate educational knowledge. Considering the length of the principal’s career as school leader, it is important to realise that servant leadership takes time to develop and that it encompasses a way of living and leading through serving others. Moreover, a number of traits characterise principals as servant leaders: they enhance the valuing and growth of people, they collaborate in order to build communities, they practice authenticity and they provide and also share leadership in their schools. This study found that the principal’s personal set of values formed the foundation of his leadership practice and directed him in his decisions and actions regarding the development of the people, the building of a school community, his preferred leadership style and the sharing of leadership in the school. These values also assisted a principal not only to focus on challenges within the school, but also to adopt appropriate strategies to cope with the increased complexity of the school environment. It is therefore reasonable to suggest that at least part of the principal’s servant leadership success was a result of these personal and professional values and prudent and continuing exercising of his focus on people and their happiness.
Despite the valuable findings, there is a limitation to the study. It involves the intricate relationship between the contextual factors in a particular school and execution of school leadership. This leads me to state that there is a need to develop leadership theories in order to enhance our understanding of school contexts within which effective leadership, in particular servant leadership, takes place.
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